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Get the Strongest, Most Versatile, Economical Post-Free Building in the World . . . Cuckler Steel Span!

Conventional Tie Truss Compared with Steel Span

Low Arch Compared with Steel Span

Balloon Arch Compared with Steel Span

(Above) Plenty of light and sunshine for this beautiful place of worship. Cuckler Steel Span construction will house this congregation for a long, long time.

With Steel Span you do not pay for space awkward to use . . . or space you should have — but did not get.

ALBUQUERQUE Lumber company
Your Exclusive Cuckler Steel Span Dealer
424 Second NW, Albuquerque, New Mexico
PHONE CHAPEL 3-1761

NEW STEEL BEARING WALL* OFFERS THE MANY ADVANTAGES OF CURTAINWALL PREFABRICATION

An ingenious new PAC/WALL concept integrates steel open web joist with panels and fenestration to provide a finished interior/exterior, prefabricated wall unit for one- and two-story buildings.

Advantages include:
- efficient use of materials
- more floor space
- elimination of projecting columns
- very narrow column sight lines
- reduction of construction time
- structural analysis can provide for seismic-wind plus bearing loads
- prefabrication quality control

THE JOHN BARNES COMPANY
P.O. Box 131, 700 Haines Ave.
Albuquerque, N. M. • CH 7-1521

*patent applied for

agent and erector for PACIFIC CURTAINWALL, INC.
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